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Thought For The Week: A 'Problem' correctly stated is already half solved - CH Douglas

• A full Constitutional Review through a series of open public conventions attended by popularly elected
representatives. Originating at the local government level, then the state and working through to conclusion at the
federal level. - 'The Keys to Unlocking Democracy'
To Petition—or to Demand ? In answer to a question about a Petition to the King, Major Douglas said:—
I think the question may be put thus: Is the petition method—if a petition is so framed as to ask for the
reference to the High Court of Justice of whether or not the present financial system is in the interests of the
nation, and if it gets 10,000,000 signatures to it—is that an effective way of getting the financial system changed?
The questioner interpolated that the second form of the Petition to the King had been drafted by lawyers in such a
way that the duty was laid on the High Court of Justice to determine for the guidance of the Government whether
or not certain things were in accordance with public policy. There are two things involved.
We will let go the idea for the moment that there does exist in this country machinery by which the people
can exercise their will, that this is the machinery which should be employed, and that to use other machinery
is obviously to bring upon yourself the suggestion that you do not believe the constitutional machinery for the
purpose of exercising your will can be made to work. If that is so, then the first thing to do is completely to
abolish Parliament.
I want to get this clear. Your ancestors and mine fought a series of bloody battles in various parts of this
island for the purpose of obtaining political democracy. They set in operation a mechanism. Now, I am perfectly
confident that the working of that mechanism at the present time is perverted, but I am also perfectly confident
that it is not necessarily ineffective for our purpose, and it seems to me that to abandon without endeavouring to
rectify the working of the mechanism which has been obtained by us amid blood and tears, is a very dangerous
thing to do. I am also perfectly certain, incidentally, that it is the set purpose of the financial powers to discredit
Parliamentary Government in order that they may say, “See what comes of the interference of Governments in
business,” and so on. That is the first comment I want to make on the situation.
Let us come to the next proposition. It is said that it is impossible to win a case against an Urban District
Council. I do not know whether this is true or not, but it is commonly said so. Now a petition to examine and
rectify the financial system asks, first of all, that somebody shall prepare a case to go before the High Court of
Justice, and then that the judges who try that case should make the most stupendous pronouncement on their own
responsibility against the most stupendous power that the world has ever known. (I am assuming it to be a fact
that if you have 10,000,000 signatures you can get your petition to the High Court of Justice.)
At this point I will express my own opinion that, first of all, the case would not get to the High Court of Justice
in its original form, or, if it did, it would be thrown out on some technicality. If, however, it did arrive there,
the matter would be involved in interminably long legal processes in which its sponsors would have the source
of all money against them (and therefore questions of cost would not come in at all), and that the whole matter
would either be buried or transformed. As a method of getting a basis for action I am confident a petition would
be absolutely futile. In brief I do not believe that the High Court of Justice is the right place to get a statement
on a question of this sort, and even if it were, the question would never get to it, or be decided in any form which
would lead to a radical modification of the monetary system.
Approach to Reality By CH Douglas https://alor.org/Storage/Library/PDF/Douglas%20CH%20-%20Approach%20to%20Reality.pdf

FALSE HOPE FROM A FALSE NARRATIVE By Arnis Luks
This morning the Hong Kong-listed China Evergrande
(3 years ago the most valuable real estate group in
the world) failed to make payment and has requested
a 30-day extension. China Evergrande is the world's
most indebted property developer, owing more than
$US300 billion (AU$403 billion). China holds vacant
accommodation sufficient to house 90 Million people.
Like the Chinese Wuhan virus that infected the whole
world, this indebted real estate behemoth may be the
catalyst for a repeat performance of the 2008 Global
Financial Crisis similar to the toxic loans guaranteed by
major USA banks. Under Obama those institutions were
'too big to fail' and so their debts were transferred across
to the taxpaying public or forgiven entirely. Private
individual debt was not forgiven, so millions went into
insolvency and bankruptcy. Foreclosure property was
picked up for next to nothing.
The next financial collapse will be directed towards
'doing away with all national currencies' while
simultaneously 'ushering in' Central Bank Digital
Currency CBDC as Special Drawing Rights issued from
the central bank of central banks: Bank of International
Settlements (IMF/World Bank). This strategy, (an
entirely man-controlled phenomena), to financially
cripple the world to usher in this central bank currency,
would financially and politically control the entire world.
CH Douglas foresaw the 'end run' for power over the
whole world (by those who manipulate and control the
financial system), warning some 100 years ago.
Covid lockdowns across the eastern states is
accelerating Australia's own economic collapse. News
items referring to some type of economic recovery for
Australia are misleading if not outright mis-information.
More and more businesses are closing down with
increasing shops shuttered. The housing bubble in China
collapsing could be the follow-on consequence of the
shutdown/lockup of the West under covid tyranny.
As a snapshot of our home spending habits, only basic
necessities have been purchased for the previous nearly
two years. More energy has been directed towards the
garden and other fundamental food-security necessities.
Confidence amongst us in the existing financial/economic
system to maintain momentum is receding daily.
MSM informs that any chance of an economic return
to 'previous normal' is conditional on mRNA injection
compliance rates – medical / economic blackmail. Our
household and those in our immediate contact are not at
all confident of any bona fide over this claim.
This week's Fair Work Commission's 'majority'
findings against a New South Wales aged care
'receptionist' have thrown 900 years of ancient freedoms
and rights into the political dustbin. Our Constitution has
also been driven over by this commiCzar bus.
Magna Carta 1215 compelled the highest political
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authority in the land to respect and observe the
individual's ancient rights and freedoms. These ancient
rights were previously recorded within the Coronation
Charter 1100AD.
A similar argument is held in the NSW Supreme Court :
Mandatory mRNA injection rules breach rights to bodily
freedom, work, court hears
https://www.smh.com.au/national/nsw/expert-askedabout-vitamin-c-zinc-during-court-challenge-to-covid19-vaccine-mandate-20210930-p58w09.html
Bodily autonomy is the most fundamental human
right a person can hold. Once lost, prostitution can just
as readily become a state mandate as anything else.
Freedom to think, speak, travel, live and work wherever
you choose; is no longer the case after this Fair Work
Commission's finding. Every person's physical body now
belongs to the state to do as they see fit. In fact, what
the state now mandates regardless of science (truth) or
physical, mental and personal predispositions, can and
will be conditionally directed over your body, or you
shall not be 'permitted' (issued a permit) to work.
Any consideration in regard to a 'vaccine mandate'
from an employer, the state government or the federal
government, is in regard to the autonomy of your own
body. I have heard reports of those who have accepted
the mRNA injection based on a desire to continue travel.
Others have based their injection choice on fear of covid.
Considered logically towards travel, they have given
up their freedom of choice (of the autonomy of their
own body) over the desire, and I might add a delusional
desire, to move freely about the community. This is a
false hope by deceitful and manipulative mis-information
- gaslighting if you like, saying one thing but doing
exactly the opposite.
I've received a video in regard to the NSW Liberal
politician deciphering the Fair Work Commission
findings from earlier this week. Obfuscation was
the intention of this broadcast. Even one worker in
one industry being required from their employer by
ministerial mandate to be injected with an experimental
drug, is a clear violation of their ancient rights and
freedoms. That one worker represents us all. Who gave
that authority to their employer or the minister when our
Federal Constitution specifically rejects any authority
towards medical / civil conscription.
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https://www.aph.gov.au/Parliamentary_Business/Committees/Senate/
Legal_and_Constitutional_Affairs/Dying_with_Dignity/Report/c03

The medical services power
3.6
Subsection 51(xxiiiA) of the Australian
Constitution provides as follows:
The Parliament shall, subject to this Constitution,
have power to make laws for the peace, order, and
good government of the Commonwealth with respect
to:
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(xxiiiA) the provision of maternity allowances,
widows' pensions, child endowment, unemployment,
pharmaceutical, sickness and hospital benefits, medical
and dental services (but not so as to authorize any form
of civil conscription), benefits to students and family
allowances.
Going to the courts for final adjudication has given
commiCzars and Judges more power than warrant their
calling. Bodily autonomy is a gift of freedom from God.
Recall Mechanism
It was the High Court of Australia 4:3 majority
that found within the two words 'external affairs' this
same type of Constitutional undoing by the Gordonbelow-Franklin Dam and later on Mabo decisions.
Activist courts have deconstructed our Constitution
and repeatedly demonstrated the need for a 'recall
mechanism' considered within any Constitutional
review - that activist judges, like anyone else on the
public payroll, can be called to account to the taxpaying
public (who are responsible for paying their wages).
They must be held responsible just as the Voter must
also be held to account - responsible. This demonstrates
again the validity of the Trinitarian model: Free, but
also Responsible, and in a Moral environment. All three
values held in balance - none afore nor above the others.
Natural Law
The 'nature' of how things are and how they work best
can be described as 'natural law'. We would alleviate this
current chaos by understanding and seeking to obey these
natural laws. The custodian of these truths - the church has gone astray from it's greatest calling by its silence.
The Natural Law Courts were traditionally held by
Lords Spiritual - House of Lords Britain. These LawLords would hold Natural Law Courts and then move
directly into the Common Law Courts to adjudicate.
Our Common Law was built around this relationship of
Natural Law / Common Law association. Shakespeare's
Merchant of Venice illustrates this relationship - Portia
describes the insistence of Shylock for the payment (of
Antonio's 'pound of flesh'), a central point of the play.
Man, as a spiritual being requires more than just
dictated arbitrary law. Man needs to be guided by greater
than himself - God the Creator of All.
Evolution of Thinking - The Secret Vote must now
give way to the Responsible Vote / Responsible Voter
Political correctness has deconstructed our Rights to
think and speak honestly and openly. We are compelled
to reinforce lies promulgated from and through state
authorities. Scientific rigour has been thrown out the
door. Natural immunity as a demonstrable scientific and
medical fact is openly censored. We are immersed in a
dark age of (false-truth) within a medical tyranny.
This totalitarian government, aided and abetted by
totalitarian unions and totalitarian media, make finding a
reliable source of information obscure and unintelligible.
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That one worker represents us all. Our courts are
now as much part of the problem as our parliaments.
Totalitarianism is around every corner.
Our universities fail to provide the necessary scientific
rigour over the actual history of disease management by
improved sanitation, healthy food and clean water. These
infrastructure projects were the basis of disease reduction
to today's levels around the 1950s across the developed
world; prior to the introduction of vaccines. Universities,
by their silence on these historical facts, are complicit in
this subterfuge. They do the work of their benefactors.
It is that straight forward, falsity is everywhere.
Voting As Mechanism For Fraud - Software Anomalies
MP Ms Fiona Simpson (LNP Maroochydore Qld)
reported to Peta Credlin Sky News in December 2020 :
https://youtu.be/UikeZPhUtk4 and on her website here:
https://www.fionasimpson.com.au/queensland-electoralsystem-at-risk/ on significant security issues with the use
of Chinese based coders for the Electoral Commission of
Queensland’s voting software.
Mail in Ballots as Fraud
ABC election broadcast found here:
https://www.facebook.com/abcinbrisbane/videos/
queensland-election-2020/737208480203485/
During the broadcast of the real-time Queensland
election 2020 James Ashby (PHON spokesperson)
reports of 30+% of disallowed postal votes due to only
one signature on the outside envelope. Similar situations
of singular signature postal ballots occurred in USA
to the tune of hundreds of thousands being accepted
by election officials for some of the most important
Presidential Election swing states.
Building on of postal vote anomalies, at 3:07:00 National
Sen. Susan McDonald adds that 50% of postal votes
arrived late or not at all, blaming Australia Post.
This comment can go either way if you think about it...
The modus operandi of postal vote fraud is there if you
take the time to look and compare these systemic election
anomalies across different Nations and State elections.
Electronic Tabulating As Fraud
Several times during the ABC broadcast Antony
Green mentions anomalies in the digital feed coming not
only into his studio, but across the system. At 3:22:48
of the broadcast you are able to hear Antony Green’s
comments, especially 'as then' unseen preference flows.
Am I suggesting a rigged election for Queensland? The
algorithm-adjusting the 'ratio of fraudulent counting'
can be adjusted in real time. This is reinforced in light
of the Sidney Powell original allegations and recent
investigative 'findings' towards the systemic electronic
and mail-in fraud of the USA Presidential Election across
key swing-states. Sydney Powell argues collusion, not
just between Democrats and Republicans, but between
the CIA and the Communist Party of China.
Preferential Voting as Fraud
Preferential voting was originally introduced as
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a means for a voter to indicate whether there was
more than one of the listed candidates whom he or
she would opt for. For the principle to work it HAS
to be voluntary. To compel voters to list preferences
they DON'T LIKE is a violent attack on freedom of
choice. To make the hundreds of thousands of voters
looking for a way to express their disapproval of the
major parties ultimately vote for the object of their
disapproval is a cynical attack on the democratic
process. (Queensland has full preferential voting - ed)
1988 House of Representatives Joint Standing
Committee on Electoral Matters Report here:
https://www.aph.gov.au/Parliamentary_
Business/Committees/House_of_Representatives_
Committees?url=/em/elect98/wholereport.pdf

Confessions of an Economic Hit Man - John Perkins
Preface: Economic hit men (EHM) are highly paid
professionals who cheat countries around the globe
out of trillions of dollars. They funnel money from
the World Bank, the U.S. Agency for International
Development ( USAID), and other foreign "aid"
organisations into the coffers of huge corporations
and the pockets of a few wealthy families who control
the planet's natural resources. Their tools include
fraudulent financial reports, rigged elections, pay-offs,
extortion, sex, and murder. They play a game as old as
empire, but one that has taken on new and terrifying
dimensions during this time of globalisation. I should
know; I was an Economic Hit Man. - end
https://alor.org/Storage/Library/PDF/Perkins%20
J%20The_Confessions.pdf
Within any Constitutional review and to build on
effective representation further - Regional Electorates
and the Hare Clarke voting method should be considered.
This method with Regions for the Lower House would
achieve a higher representative ratio being a step change
against the major-parties mutual-benefit-manipulation of
the Electoral Act and towards representative government
reflecting the will of the people. Upper House Regional
Electorates, (Victoria and WA), use this to thwart efforts
by smaller parties to find expression within their Upper
House. There appears no consistency between the
application of Regional Electorates for upper or lower
house until you consider the benefit towards the major
parties working together over all others.
Conspiracy you say - Yes, Conspiracy by all the majors!
Social Media as a Monitoring System
Polling, as a source of reliable feedback is readily
understood and accepted amongst the public. However,
social media is not so readily understood as being
another reliable source of state surveillance, not just
the community, but every individual. I did an internet
search on myself and found a database of information
that went back many, many years from when I first
used the internet until now. Nothing to see here you
say. I think that my search enquiries identify things of
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interest and importance unique to myself - profiling if
you like. Building on that is the system of reward points
- spending habits which demonstrate in real time the
effectiveness of advertising over my thought processes.
Still nothing you say. Remember that it is through the
control of finance having power over all our governments
and industry alike, that the entire world is being enslaved
under the 'great reset'.
Through social media, I may decide that I have had
enough of some issue and respond through an online
petition - name and address supplied. This is a two edged
sword in that the numbers reflect building community
angst, while in real time identifying those who may cause
the surveillance state problems in the future. Should
sufficient numbers of discontent build, then this realtime information provides a trigger for a propaganda
campaign to calm the public down. Online polling can
feed the actual monster that wishes to enslave us all.
These psychological tools are within the toolbox of
every advertising agency. As reported in previous issues
of OnTarget, most lead politicians now have several spin
experts that 'manage' everything that is uttered to the
public. Dan Andrews is not at all a loner on this front.
Censorship by (MSM) Omission
Natural Immunity builds up through exposure to air,
sunlight, bugs and germs, genetics, and environmental
input on our immune system. Estimates of the microbes
within each person are between 2Kg and 25% of
body mass, placing the microbial world as an integral
consideration towards your general vitality. I personally
take high dose 'B' Complex in the form of yeast and
sugar extract (molasses) deliberately to feed the bugs
within my digestive tract to feed my brain. Other sources
of energising these 'microbiome' are fermented foods,
curds, cheese, mushrooms and other fungi which all
contribute towards a balanced healthy diet. While fact
checkers and sceptics poohoo these historic and proven
methods of health management, it is important to note cui bono who benefits from their mis-information.
The historical methods for exercising 'our will' over our
governmental institutions no longer work. They have all
been subverted. A new and novel approach is required to
rebuild this almost lost civilisation, or we collapse. ***
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